WELCOME TO ICANDO SYSTEM

About the Project
ICANDO SYSTEM OF ACTIVATION is a unique system of activation of your brain increasing its abilities without use of
doping. The correct usage of the system guarantees a considarable increase of your brain abilities as well as the general
improvement of your physical and emotional state, the harmonization of external and inner processes.
To give a brief summary of the project we have to return 12 years back to the time when the possibility and the necessity of
increase of human brain abilities was scientiﬁcally proved and became obvious to a number of progressminded people and
in particular to a group of specialists joint by the idea of realization of the ICANDO SYSTEM OF ACTIVATION project.
Why?

Because the time of ICANDO has come!
Because in the contemporary world the scientiﬁc and technical progress is speeding up and you acknowledge it when
when information becomes old in several minutes
when the rate of enegy processes is almost physically tangible
when the main condition of moving forward and your competitiveness becomes your capacity to have enough time for everything...You often feel tired and exhaused. You fail to analyse all necessary information in time! And the international word
“stress” is clear to everyone in any language, but the worst thing is it’s natural and familiar to you!
More than once the thought that there must be a way out of the situation came to your mind. You have certainly used a
couple of opportunities. You are sure to know the techniques of stress relief and methods helping gain peace of mind. It’s
very important and necessary.
Methods of relaxation help you relax after stress, but they don’t solve the main problem: How to manage everything avoiding
stresses?

ICANDO SYSTEM OF ACTIVATION solves exactly this problem!
The notion of brain Activation comprises seven basic parameters of brain activity during processing and adoption
of information:

VOLUME
SPEED

• Increase of volume of the active part of the brain and activation of the right cerebral hemisphere
• Speeding up of apprehension of the information ﬂow

POWER OF FLOW

• Extension of the information adaptive capacities of brain.

COMPLEXITY

• Activation of the brain capability to analyse the ﬂow of complicated information.

ANALYSIS

• Improvement of analytical abilities of brain.

ADSORPTION

• Speeding up of the process of classiﬁcation of the incoming information ﬂow.

ARCHIVATION

• Activation of the brain ability to concentrate and keep information in a condensed form with its further instant
extraction if necessary.

Do you wish to get further detailed information from the scientiﬁc point of view?
See section “Science about ICANDO”.
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Activation of brain with the help of an ICANDOmodule is a key element of a global system of knowledge and an opportunity of
activation of energy resourses of a human organism as a whole. Today this knowledge is open to all mankind and is available
in a wide range of forms. ICANDO SYSTEM OF ACTIVTION is one of them. The originality and uniqueness of the System is
in its KNOW HOW:
•instant brain activation (your brain get activated at exactly speciﬁed time)
•brain activation through the Internet (you’ll need no additional means, equipment or literature)
•brain activation without any special training or limits of use (the method activates centers of self-regulation of
your organism)
An activation ICANDOmodule consists of several sections:
• STARTWORD
• WORDTIME
• TRINIX
• FINISHWORDTIME
• TOP
These mediators of activation comprise images and sounds convenient for your perception. During activation they work with
you inside the ICANDOmodule.
Consult the ICANDO vocabulary! The above deﬁnitions as well as many others, familiar to ICANDOusers will also become
handy and convenient to you! It isn’t an easy task to understand the Pythagorean Theorem for a person who doesn’t know
what a hypotenuse means. While every pupil is able to prove the Pythagorean Theorem! Consult the ICANDO vocabulary!
The application and the successful usage of ICANDO SYSTEM OF ACTIVATION do not require a detailed understanding of
the Moment of Activation itself. The system is a unique know-how. It is just as it was deﬁned by Tomas Edisson – a genius in
the ﬁeld of electricity. Answering the question “What is electricity?” he simply said: “Electricity exists, use it”.
Scientists proved that the active part of brain equals only 3-5% of its volume. The ICANDO SYSTEM OF ACTIVATION does
not only increases the volume of the active part of brain in the period of activation it also improves its abilities. As a result you
are able to apprehend and analyse information more effectively and more qualitative. You’ll cope with it easily and will keep
fresh at that!

Your own additional resources will be activated!
Moreover, ICANDO SYSTEM OF ACTIVATION is an original trainer for your brain: recurring activated state helps your brain
adapt to it and its abilities usual to the “normal state” gradually improve.
The aims and type of Activation are deﬁned by an ICANDO user himself. The complete list of available ways of the Activated
brain usage can be found in the TEST. You should pass the test in order to explain the System which type of an ICANDOmodule you require right now. It is enough to choose two main parameters:
• Sector of Activated brain realization
• Type of Activation

ICANDO is easy!

You can have your brain working with set intensity and quality at a required moment! You can increase the productivity of your
brain! Speed-up your thinking!
• Do you wish to easily carry out negotiations after a sleepless night or a long ﬂight?
• Is your business connected with a stock exchange?
• Are you fond of golf?
• Are you a student?
• Are you going to take exams?
• Activate your brain with the help of an ICANDOmodule!
• Do you want to master a new technology within a short period of time?
• To pass effectively qualiﬁcation courses?
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• To participate in “a brain storm”?
• Activate your brain with the help of an ICANDOmodule!
• To learn a foreign language?
• To become more concentrated and productive at your job?
• Or you simply wish to dance and have fun tirelessly, without doping for long hours?
• Maybe harmony and peace in your family or team creative work are very important for you just now?
• Activate your brain with the help of an ICANDOmodule!
• You can do it!
• ICANDOSYSTEM OF ACTIVATION will activate your BRAIN! Brain is the center controlling all the processes in
the human organism.
• And you know it!

Are you rich and successful?
Be even more SUCCESSFUL and RICHER with ICANDO!
Just activate your brain with the help of an ICANDOmodule. Do the test and an appropriate method of activation will be chosen specially for you in accordance with your requirements. The scheme given below, vividly shows the level of brain activity
during the period of activation in different types of activation.
There are three types of Activation:
•instant activation
•activation with a timer
•activation with interrupted activity

Diagram No.1 shows the percentage-time relation of the changes in brain activity during the Instant Activation
Diagram 1

Diagram 1
The segment of time ICANDO marked as the moment
of activation corresponds to the time of the ICANDO
module passage.
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Diagram No.2 shows the percentage-time relation of the changes in brain activity during the Activation with a timer
Diagram 2

Diagram 2
The segment of time IC, marked as the Moment of Activation, corresponds to the time of the ICANDO module
passage.

Diagram no. 3 shows the percentage-time relation of the changes in brain activity during the activation with interrupted
activity for X days.
Diagram 3
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Diagram 3
The segment of time IC marked as the Moment of Activation corresponds to the time of the ICANDO
module passage. It is seen that the brain activity remains unchanged, not only at the moment of
duration but during the whole period of time until it reaches the point D (today, at the set time) which
has been marked in the testing process.
Certain modular lines correspond to each type of activation and include:
•ICANDOmodules of instant activation
•ICANDOmodules of activation with a timer
•ICANDOmodules of interrupted activity
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Techniques, used by the ICANDO SYSTEM OF ACTIVATION are unique and have been tested more than once and
undergone analytical researches. All the results the tests conﬁrmed the high level of the System effectiveness and high brain
productivity during the period of activation.
References and responses to the effect of the ICANDO SYSTEM OF ACTIVATION can be found in the ICANDOlife section.
Just having passed the Moment of Activation for the ﬁrst time you’ll stop looking for pros and cons. Having experienced the
state of activated brain, you’ll discover a new mode of life with ICANDO SYSTEM OF ACTIVATION.
The entrance to the DEMOversion of the activation ICANDOmodule, which will activate your brain for 30 minutes with instant
increase of its abilities, is on the main page. Every journey begins with the ﬁrst step – try our DEMOversion!
Before passing an ICANDOmodule get acquainted with the Rules of Activation. Non-observance of the Rules reduces the
effect of Activation.
Do you want to ask a question or advice? Contact the System (section “Infor and Contacts”) or an ICANDOconsultant. The
name of the consultant and the e-mail address can be found in the section “Consultants”. All your consultants are specialists
in the sphere of activation of human organism resources. Every consultant will be glad to answer your questions! Write to the
ICANDOconsultants!
In the main menu you can ﬁnd the schemes of Activation. They are your assistants, which will help you understand what happens inside the System of Activation and how an ICANDOmodule works, will guide you about the site.
We try to make easier the process of understanding, because the alliviation of the life around us is the chief goal of the
ICANDO SYSTEM OF ACTIVATION!
Look through the schemes and let the distance between your ﬁrst visit of the site and the Moment of Activation be as short as
possible! We are easy for those who are ready to understand!
ICANDO is for those who can understand!
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